Virtual Workshops
By Learning Point Group

Learning Point now provides powerful resources to help you learn right where you learn best. In your
own work environment. Our virtual workshops enable you to learn a little and apply a little each day.
Learn. Do. Check. Repeat. The process works extremely well.
The following Virtual Workshops will be available March 1, 2019. No schedule is necessary. You will be able to sign up at any time and
complete the courses on your schedule. Visit our website to sign up.
Master six core leadership skills while engaging in
a powerful and innovative learning experience that
provides tools, interaction, support, and practice
within the context of your actual role as a leader.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Own Your Role
Build Relationships
Interact with Impact
Coach for Success
Build Your Team
Lead Through Change

A series of six online lessons that you
complete on your schedule. Application
packets allow you to practice and apply skills
and tools between sessions. Interact with your
learning facilitator at any time during your
learning experience.

Five Climbs provides a powerful learning experience
that blends formal training, personalized coaching,
group learning, agile technology, and everyday work
into one integral leadership development process.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview Session
Climb 1: Lead Self
Climb 2: Lead Relationships
Climb 3: Lead Teams
Climb 4: Lead Organization
Climb 5: Lead Culture

A series consisting of an overview session
and then five “climb” sessions. Complete each
session and then use the tools and templates
in your actual work environment. The learning
is in the doing - on the job. Engage your coach
and facilitator along the way.

Organize yourself, your work, your workspace, and
your time. Learn key tips for creating focus, doing
less, accomplishing more, and spending less time
doing it all. This series will provide you with practical
tools that you can begin using immediately on the
job.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview
Gain Clarity
Increase Accountability
Improve Workflow
Maximize Workspace
Optimize Work Time
Execute for Success

A series of seven online lessons that you
complete on your schedule. Use the tools
and templates immediately to enhance
productivity within your job. Contact your
facilitator at any time during your learning
experience.

Take ownership for your future today! Every day
further defines your career. Is it shaping up the way
you want it to? Don’t leave your career to chance.
This hands-on Virtual Workshop will help you learn
about the process, the people, and the resources
involved in owning your career.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The OYC Process
Key Roles and Resources
1: Know Where You Are
2: Know Where to Go
3: Make a Plan
4: Make it Happen
Application Tools

Complete the online lessons. Apply the tools
immediately after each session. Contact your
facilitator at any time during your learning
experience.

Solve real-time problems right now! This Virtual
Workshop provides a proven process that ensures
your problem solving efforts are focused on finding
and addressing root causes. Through an innovative
“learn and apply” process, you receive proven tools
and templates to apply immediately on the job.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Problem Solving Roadmap
1: Define the Problem
2: Determine Root Cause
3: Develop a Solution
4: Implement the Solution
Application Tools

Complete the online lessons. Apply what
you learn to an actual work problem you are
facing. Download online tools and templates.
Interact with your learning facilitator at any
time during your learning experience.

Analyze and improve key work processes. This Virtual
Workshop provides a proven method for examining
and improving key processes within your area of
responsibility. Through our “learn and apply” process,
you receive proven tools and templates to apply
immediately on the job.

•
•
•
•
•

Process Roadmap
1: Define the Process
2: Identify Improvements
3: Implement Improvements
Application Tools

Complete the online lessons. Apply what
you learn to an actual process you are
looking to improve. Download online tools
and templates. Interact with your learning
facilitator at any time during your learning
experience.

Manage the people side of projects. This Virtual
Workshop provides a proven roadmap and set of
tools for leading projects. Through our “learn and
apply” process, you receive practical tools and
templates to create focus, unite your team, manage
stakeholders, and resolve people issues related to
work projects.

•
•
•
•
•
•

The People Side of Projects.
Definition and Focus.
Planning and Team Building.
Execution and Accountability.
Completion and Closure.
Project Toolbox.

Learn online. Lead real-time. |

888-823-1646 | www.learningpointgroup.com

Complete the online lessons. Apply what you
learn to actual projects you are working on.
Download online tools and templates. Interact
with your learning facilitator at any time
during your learning experience.

Web Discussions
By Learning Point Group

Throughout 2019, Learning Point will hold a variety of engaging web discussions on relevant leadership
topics. These discussions are live and will involve key thought leaders, authors, and practitioners. Offer
your ideas, ask questions, or just listen in. Each web discussion will last approximately 50 minutes.
Web discussion topics will include those listed below. Check our website for upcoming web discussions, their dates and times. You will
also be able to register for each scheduled web discussion on our website as well.
Learning Point’s LEADERSTREAM LIVE provides sound wisdom
•
and insight from real-time leaders in the workplace. Each episode •
focuses on a new relevant topic.
•
•
Attend live web discussions with workplace leaders, thought
•
leaders, authors, and story tellers. Ask questions. Receive useful
links, tools, tips, and templates.

Attend live or listen to the recordings.
Interact with thought leaders, authors, and story tellers.
Ask questions and share insights.
Receive useful links, tips, tools, and templates.
Network and partner with other workplace leaders.

Learning Point’s LEARNING LEADER FORUM provides the ideal
platform for learning professionals to gain and exchange insights
and inspiration on organizational learning.

Assess the learning capacity within your organization.
Focus and unify your senior leadership team toward learning as
a business strategy.
Create a shared vision and philosophy for learning.
Incorporate day-to-day coaching into your learning strategy.
Learn and share best practices in learning.
Network and partner with other learning leaders.
Measure and track the return on learning investment.

If you believe that learning and leadership go hand in hand,
that learning should be a strategic consideration, and that you
can make a difference within your role as a learning leader, you
will find these the Learning Leader Forum to be a very valuable
investment.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning Point’s STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP DISCUSSION focuses on
raising the level of leadership within the workplace. These virtual
discussions provide a roadmap and set of tools for strategically
developing leadership throughout the organization. If you
believe that leadership is crucial to your organization’s success
and that it should be a strategic consideration, you will find these
web discussions to be extremely refreshing and valuable.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning Point’s LEAD with SAFETY web discussions are uniting a
wide spectrum of workplace leaders toward the common goal of
creating and sustaining cultures of safety.

•
•
•

•

Assess the leadership strength of your organization.
Focus and unify your senior leadership team.
Create a shared vision and philosophy for leadership.
Provide consistent and ongoing coaching to leaders at all levels.
Build and sustain sound systems for supporting leadership.
Facilitate learning, applying, and mastering core leadership
skills and practices.
Measure the results of a strategic leadership system.

If you believe that people are the vitality of your organization and •
that safety leadership is an essential business strategy, you will
find valuable information in these straightforward and practical
•
conversations.

Create and sustain an environment conducive to safety.
Use safety as a platform for developing leadership at all levels.
Engage “leaders in the trenches” to own, influence, and account
daily for safe behavior and safe work practices.
Productively prepare for and hold coaching discussions where
safety is the central focus.
Foster a discipline for safety that drives results in quality,
productivity, cost, and morale as well.

Learning Point’s WORKING STYLES web discussions will provide
insights and practical tips for understanding your own style and
that of those you lead. Seek first to understand, then to lead.
The discussions will refer to the top tools and instruments for
understanding work styles, including MBTI, DiSC, and others.

•
•
•
•
•

Know you own working style.
Understand the working styles of others.
Learn tools and techniques for understanding working style.
Hold focused discussions on working style.
Adjust your style to match the needs of those you lead.

Learning Point’s LEADERS & TECHNOLOGY web discussions will
provide current, fresh, and practical information for workplace
leaders on how to maximize technology without becoming a
slave to it. No geek speak is required.

•
•
•
•
•

Build awareness on the latest technologies and tools.
Learn quickly and efficiently how to master key technologies.
Save time and money.
Avoid costly technology pitfalls.
Experience huge gains in productivity.

Technology can provide you game-changing breakthroughs, yet
also create costly tripfalls. Your hosts and technology guests will
build tech awareness, inspire tech wisdom, and show you how to
learn new tech quickly and effectively.

Learn online. Lead real-time. |
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